We propose domain adaptive extensions of the recently introduced sparse subspace clustering and low-rank representation-based subspace clustering algorithms for clustering data lying in a union of subspaces. We propose a general method that learns the projections of data in a space where the sparsity or low-rankness of data is maintained. We propose an efficient iterative procedure for solving the proposed optimization problems. Various experiments on face, object and handwritten digits datasets show that the proposed methods can perform better than many competitive subspace clustering methods.
Introduction
Many practical applications in image processing and computer vision require one to analyze and process high-dimensional data. It has been observed that these high-dimensional data can be represented by a low-dimensional subspace. For instance, it is well known in computer vision and graphics that a set of face images under all possible illumination conditions can be well approximated by a 9-dimensional linear subspace [1] . Similarly, handwritten digits with different variations as well as trajectories of a rigidly moving object in a video can be represented by low-dimensional subspaces [3, 11] . As a result, the collection of data from different classes can be viewed as samples from a union of low-dimensional subspaces. In subspace clustering, given the data from a union of subspaces, the objective is to find the number of subspaces, their dimensions, the segmentation of the data and a basis for each subspace [24] .
Various subspace clustering algorithms have been developed in the literature [24] . These methods can be categorized into four main groups -algebraic methods [2, 25] , iterative methods [12, 31] , statistical methods [5, 20, 29] , and the methods based on spectral clustering [7, 8, 9, 17, 28] . In particular, methods based on sparse and low-rank representations have gained a lot of attraction in recent years [7, 8, 17] . These methods find a sparse or low-rank representation of the data and build a similarity graph whose weights depend on the sparse or low-rank coefficient matrix for segmenting the data. Some of these approaches do not require the knowledge of the dimensions and the number of subspaces and produce state-of-the-art results on many publicly available datasets such as the Hopkins155 benchmark motion segmentation dataset [23] and Extended YaleB face dataset [16] . In many applications, one has to deal with heterogeneous 1 data. For example, when clustering digits, one may have to process both computer generated as well as handwritten digits. Similarly, when clustering face images collected in the wild, one may have to cluster images of the same individual collected using different cameras and possibly under different resolution and lighting conditions. Clustering of heterogeneous data is difficult because it is not meaningful to directly compare the heterogeneous samples with different distributions which may span different feature spaces. In recent years, various domain adaptation methods have been developed to deal with the distributional changes that occur after learning a classifier for supervised and semi-supervised learning [19] . However, to the best of our knowledge, these methods have not been developed for clustering heterogeneous data that lie in a union of low-dimensional subspaces.
In this paper, we present domain adaptive versions of the sparse and low-rank subspace clustering methods. Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed method. Given data from K different domains, we simultaneously learn the projections and find the sparse or lowrank representation in the projected common subspace. Once the projection matrices and the sparse or low-rank coefficient matrix is found, it can be used for subspace clustering. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief background on sparse and low-rank representation-based subspace clustering. Details of the proposed domain adaptive subspace clustering methods are given in Section 3. Optimization procedure for solving the proposed problems is described in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a brief summary and discussion.
Background
In this section, we give a brief background on sparse and low-rank subspace clustering. Let
Given Y, the task of subspace clustering is to cluster the signals according to their subspaces.
Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC). The SSC algorithm [7] , which exploits the fact that noiseless data in a union of subspaces are self-expressive, i.e. each data point can be expressed as a sparse linear combination of other data points. Hence, SSC aims to find a 1 Data with different sizes sparse matrix C such that Y = YC and diag(C) = 0, where the constraint prevents the trivial solution C = I. Since this problem is combinatorial and to deal with the presence of noise, SSC solves the following optimization problem instead
where C 1 = ∑ i, j |C i, j | is the 1 -norm of C and τ > 0 is a parameter.
Low-Rank Representation-Based Subspace Clustering (LRR). The LRR algorithm [17] for subspace clustering is very similar to the SSC algorithm except that a low-rank representation is found instead of a sparse representation. In particular, the following problem is solved min
where C * is the nuclear-norm of C which is defined as the sum of its singular values. In SSC and LRR, once C is found, spectral clustering methods [18] are applied on the affinity matrix |C| + |C| T to obtain the segmentation of the data Y.
Domain Adaptive Subspace Clustering
Suppose that we are given N s samples, {y
, from domain D s , and N t samples, {y Domain Adaptive Sparse Subspace Clustering (DA-SSC). Let P s ∈ R m×N s and P t ∈ R m×N t be mappings represented as matrices that project the data from D s and D t to a latent mdimensional space, respectively. As a result, P s Y s and P t Y t lie on an m-dimensional space.
denote the concatenation of the projected samples in the m-dimensional space from both source and target domains. The proposed method takes advantage of the self-expressiveness property of the data in the lowdimensional space as discussed in the previous section. That is, we want to write each sample as a sparse linear combination of the other samples in the projected space. Assuming the presence of noise in the projected samples, the sparse coefficients can be found by solving the following optimization problem
where the ith column of
is the vector of the diagonal elements of C. We propose to learn projections P s and P t and the sparse coefficient matrix C simultaneously by solving the following optimization problem
where τ > 0 is a parameter and
The constrain, P s P T s = P t P T t = I, is added to avoid degenerate solutions.
Domain Adaptive Low-Rank Representation-based Subspace Clustering (DA-LRR).
Similar to the DA-SSC method, once the data are projected onto the latent space, rather than finding sparse representation, we seek the lowest rank representation. In particular, the following optimization is proposed for obtaining the domain adaptive low-rank representation
Note in the case when there is significant distributional change between the source and the target data, the proposed methods tend to produce over segmentation. That is, even though data from the same class should be segmented into one cluster, they are segmented into two clusters -one corresponding to the target domain and the other corresponding to the source domain. To avoid this, we force C to pick samples from both domains for each class. To this end, we modify (4) and (6) by solving two separate problems -one for intra-domain coefficients and the other for inter-domain coefficients. From the formulation of (5), one can see that C consists of four blocks C 11 , C 12 , C 21 and C 22 as follows
where C 11 ∈ R N s ×N s and C 22 ∈ R N t ×N t correspond to the inter-domain similarity between samples, while C 12 ∈ R N s ×N t and C 21 ∈ R N t ×N s are responsible for connecting samples between the two domains. Thus, by replacing C in (4) with C 1 2 and C 2 , matrices for selecting intra-domain and inter-domain parts of C, we can solve the problem in two steps -one for C 1 and the other for C 2 . Once the coefficient matrix C is found by adding the estimated C 1 and C 2 matrices, spectral clustering can be applied on the affinity matrix W = |C| + |C| T to obtain the segmentation of the heterogeneous data. The proposed domain adaptive sparse and low-rank subspace clustering methods are summarized in Algorithm 1. Multiple Domains. The above formulations can be extended from two domains to multiple domains. For K domain problem, we have data
. By simply constructing P and Y as
where
are the projection matrices that map the data from their corresponding domains to an m-dimensional latent space, one can extend (4) and (6) with the constraints that P i P T i = I. Similarly, the intra-domain and inter-domain coefficient matrices can be defined as
Optimization
We solve the optimization problems (4) and (6) by optimizing over P and C, iteratively. Note that although problems (4) and (6) are non-convex, numerical results show that they typically converge to a local minimum in a few iterations.
Update step for C. Fixing P turns (4) and (6) into SSC and LRR problems, respectively as follows
where G is the projected data. These problems can be efficiently solved using the the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [7] , [17] .
Update step for P. For a fixed C, we can rewrite (4) and (6) as
which can be simplified as
This problem is not a convex problem because of the orthonormality constraints on P i . Specifically, it involves optimization on Stiefel manifold, hence, we solve it using the manifold optimization technique described in [27] .
Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of our domain adaptive subspace clustering methods on three publicly available datasets -UMD-AA01 face dataset [30] , Amazon/DLSR/Webcam dataset [21] and USPS/MNIST/Alphadigits handwritten digits datasets [13, 15] . Sample images from these datasets are shown in Figure 2 . We compare the performance of our methods with that of several recent domain adaptation methods including frustratingly easy domain adaptation (ED) method [4] , Correlation Alignment (CORAL) [22] , and a Grassmann manifold (GM) based method [10] . Note that these methods were not necessarily developed for domain adaptive subspace clustering but we first use them to extract the domain adaptive features and then simply feed them into the SSC and LRR algorithms. We denote these methods as EA-SSC/EA-LRR, CO-SSC/CO-LRR, and GM-SSC/GM-LRR. We also compare the performance of our method with that of the traditional SSC and LRR methods where we simply apply these algorithms on the original data without any domain adaptive normalization. These methods essentially serve as baseline for comparisons.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 2 : Samples images from (a) UMD dataset [30] , (b) Amazon/DLSR/Webcam dataset [21] , and (c) USPS/MNIST/Alphadigit datasets [13, 15] . One can clearly see the domain changes among the samples in these datasets.
Note that the CORAL method [22] requires the source and target domains to have the same number of samples. Thus, in order to make this method capable of handling the tests, the same number of samples as the number of target samples are randomly chosen. The colored target samples along with the source samples are given to the SSC and LRR methods. Regarding the Grassmann manifold method, as suggested in the original paper [10] , 10 sample points are selected in the geodesic path between the source and the target domains. Samples corresponding to all of these 10 subspaces are concatenated to form the domain invariant features. These features are then fed into the SSC and LRR algorithms. For the EA-SSC/EA-LRR methods, we first map the data according to the mapping introduced in [4] and feed the resulting mapped data into SSC and LRR for clustering. The regulation parameters in our methods are selected by cross validation. Parameters for the other domain adaptation methods were optimized according to the discussion provided in the corresponding papers. Subspace clustering error is used to measure the performance of different algorithms. It is defined as Subspace clustering error = # of misclassified points total # of points × 100.
Face Clustering. The UMD-AA01 dataset is collected on mobile devices for the original purpose of active authentication, but as it contains various ambient conditions, we use it for experiments in this paper. This dataset contains facial images of 50 users over 3 sessions corresponding to different illumination conditions. In each session more than 750 sample Method {1} → {2} {1} → {3} {2} → {1} {2} → {3} {3} → {1} {3} → {2} Avg. ± std. Table 1 : Average clustering errors on the UMD-AA01 face dataset. The top performing method in each experiment is shown in boldface. Note that {1}, {2} and {3} correspond to session 1, session 2 and session 3, respectively.
images are taken from each face. Some of the sample images from this dataset are shown in Figure 2 (a), where one can clearly see the differences in the ambient lighting conditions. Following the standard experimental protocol for testing domain adaptation methods [19] , we randomly select seven samples per class from the source domain and three samples per class from the target domain. We repeat this process 10 times and report the average clustering errors. After extracting face regions, we normalize the images using the method introduced in [26] . Then, the layer "fc7" features from the Alexnet convolutional neural network [14] are extracted from each image. These features are then used for testing the performance of different domain adaptive subspace clustering methods. Table 1 compares the performance of our method with that of different subspace clustering methods on this dataset. Here, {a} → {b} means that data in domain a is used as the source domain data in b is used as the target domain data. First, it is apparent from this table that compared to the SSC-based methods, LRR-based methods generally perform better. An explanation for this could that since most of the images are somewhat aligned, the resulting coefficient matrix C is more low-rank than sparse. Second, it can be seen from the table that our domain adaptive SSC and LRR methods perform significantly better than original SSC and LRR methods. The table also reveals that the CORAL method, Easy Domain adaptation method and Grassmann manifold-based method can improve the performance of the original SSC and LRR methods. However, these methods on average do not provide the improvements which our methods bring. Also, since these methods find domain invariant features, one can improve the performance of our method by using these features in our method as the input features.
Object Clustering. For clustering objects in different domains, we use the Amazon, DLSR, Webcam dataset introduced in [21] . The dataset consists of 31 objects and the images are from the following three sources: Amazon (consumer images from online merchant sites), DSLR (images by DSLR camera) and Webcam (low quality images from webcams). Figure 2 (b) shows sample images from these datasets, and clearly highlights the differences between the domains. This dataset is more challenging as the images in this dataset contain various illumination, resolution and pose variations. We used the DeCAF features provided by [6] for this dataset 3 . As before, we sample seven samples per class from the source do- main and three samples per class from the target domain. We repeat this process 10 times and report the average clustering errors in Table 5 . As can be seen from this table, our LRR-based methods perform better than the SSC-based methods. The CORAL-based methods, easy domain adaptation-based methods and Grassmann-based methods provide some improvements to original SSC and LRR, but the proposed methods outperform them in terms of clustering error.
Heterogeneous and Multi-Domain Clustering of Digits. In the final set of experiments, we use three publicly available handwritten digits datasets -USPS [13] , MNIST [15] and Alphadigits 4 for conducting heterogeneous as well as multi-domain adaptation experiments.
There exist 1100, 16 × 16 images in the USPS dataset, 7K, 28 × 28 images in the MNIST dataset, and 39 binary 20 × 16 images in the Alphadigits dataset for each digit. Figure 2 (c) shows sample images from these datasets. For heterogeneous domain adaptation experiments, we follow the same protocol as defined before. For multi-source domain adaptation, we follow a similar protocol but now we have more than one domains in the source domain and a single target domain. We sample 39 images per class from each of the source domains, and 19 samples per class from the target domain. We repeat this procedure 10 times and report average clustering errors. Note that the ED-based methods, the Grassmann manifoldbased methods and the classical SSC and LRR methods require the data in the source and target domains to be of same dimension. Thus, we resize the larger size images of Alphadigits and MNIST datasets to 16 × 16 so that it matches with size of images in the USPS dataset. The results obtained by different methods in various combinations of source/target pairs are summarized in Table 3 . As before, it can be seen from this table that the LRR-based methods outperform the SSC-based methods. Another interesting finding from this table is that GM-LRR method performs comparably to DA-LRR, especially in the multi-source domain adaptation cases. However, in multi-source domain adaptation, GM-based methods sample the geodesic path 20 times. As a result the final concatenated feature is extremely high-dimensional which makes the processing of multi-source data inefficient and expensive. Also, from this table, one can see that there is a larger gap between our method and the other methods compared to the previous experiments. This is mainly due to the fact that in previous experiments we Table 3 : Subspace clustering performance of different methods for on the handwritten digits datasets. Note that {U}, {M} and {A} correspond to USPS, MNIST and Alphadigits datasets, respectively.
used deep features while in this experiment we use pixel intensities as features. It has been shown that deep features are less dependent on different domains [6] .
Convergence. As discussed earlier, our method is non-convex and often converges to a local minima in a few iterations. To empirically show the convergence of our methods, in Figure 3 (a) and (b), we show the objective function vs iteration plots for solving (4) and (6), respectively in the case of single-source digits clustering experiment. As can be seen from these figures, our algorithms do converge in a few iterations. 
Conclusion
We introduced domain adaptive extensions of the classical SSC and LRR methods for subspace clustering. The proposed DA-SSC and DA-LRR algorithms are applicable to singlesource domain, multi-source and heterogeneous domain adaptive clustering problems. We proposed an iterative method for solving the proposed optimization problems. Extensive experiments on face, object and digit clustering showed that the proposed methods can perform better than many state-of-the-art domain adaptive subspace clustering methods.
